Abstract. In this paper we present a regularization scheme which iteratively adapts the regularization parameters by minimizing the validation error. It is suggested to use the adaptive regularization scheme in conjunction with Optimal Brain Damage pruning to optimize the architecture and to avoid overfitting. Furthermore, we propose an improved neural classification architecture eliminating an inherent redundancy in the widely used SoftMax classification network. Numerical results demonstrate the viability of the method.
INTRODUCTION
Neural networks are flexible tools for pattern recognition and by expanding the network architecture any relevant target function can be approximated [6] . In this contribution we present an improved version of the neural classifier architecture based on a feed-forward net with SoftMax [2] normalization presented in [7] , [8] avoiding an inherent redundant parameterization. The outputs of the network estimate the class conditional posterior probabilities and the network is trained using a maximum a posteriori (MAP) framework.
The associated risk of overfitting on noisy data is of major concern in neural network design [4] . The objective of architecture optimization is to minimize the generalization error. The architecture can be optimized directly by e.g., pruning techniques or indirectly by using regularization. One might consider various regularization schemes: from adapting a single regularization parameter to individual regularization of the weights in the net. These subjects are further addressed in [9] , [lo] . We suggest a hybrid approach with Optimal Brain Damage [ll] for pruning and an adaptive regularization scheme. The inevitable problem of adapting the amount of regularization is solved by minimizing the generalization error w.r.t. regularization parameters. Using the validation error calculated from a single validation set as an estimate of the generalization error, it is possible to formulate an iterative gradient descent scheme for adapting the regularization parameters [9] . The Bayesian way to adapt regularization parameters is to minimize the evidence [l, Ch. lo] , [14] ; however, the evidence does not, in a simple way, relate to the generalization error which is our primary object of interest.
NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
Suppose that the input (feature) vector is denoted by z with dim(z) = n1.
The aim is to model the posterior probabilities p(C,Iz), i = 1,2, . . . , c where C, denotes the i'th class. Then under a simple loss function the Bayes optimal' classifier assigns class label C, to x if i = argmax, p(C, lz).
Following [8] (see also [l] ), the outputs, c,, of the neural network represent estimates of the posterior probabilities, i.e., ct = p^(C,Iz); hence, C,"=lp(C,Iz) = 1. That is, we need merely to estimate c -1 posterior probabilities, say p(C,Iz), i = 1 , 2 , . . . , c -1, then the last is calculated as Define a 2-layer feed-forward network with nI inputs, n H hidden neurons P(CClZ) = 1 -c,":;P(c,lz). where wit, w : are the input-to-hidden and hidden-to-output weights, respectively. All weights are assembled in the weight vector w = {w,6, wt}.
In order to interpret the network outputs as probabilities a modified normalized exponential transformation similar to SoftMax 121 is used,
The modification amounts to fixing exp(&) in the standard SoftMax at 1 eliminating the inherent redundancy of the output weights as also mentioned in [18, p. 1501 . The redundancy implies that a particular set of outputs, gi, i = 1,2, . . . , c induces a one-dimensional sub-manifold in weight space. The network architecture is shown in Fig. 1 .
TRAINING AND REGULARIZATION
Assume that we have a training set 7 of Nt related input-output pairs 7 = { ( Z ( k ) , dW21 where
'That is, each misclassification is equally serious corresponding to minimal probability of misclassification. The likelihood of the network parameters is given by (see e.g., [l] , [SI) ,
w) is a function of the input and weight vectors. The training error is the normalized negative log-likelihood with l(.) denoting the loss given by ( 6 ) (7) The objective of training is minimization of the regularized cost function2
where the regularization term R(w,K) is parameterized by a set of regularization parameters &. Training provides the estimated weight vector 63 = arg min, C(w) and is done using a Gauss-Newton scheme,
-q * ,-1(wOld)V(wOld) (8) wnew = wold 2This might be viewed as a maximum a posteriori (MAP) method where q is the step-size (line search parameter). For that purpose we require the gradient, V ( w ) = dC/dw, and the Hessian, J ( w ) = d2C/wwT of the cost function given by, (10) Here Si? is the Kronecker delta and we have used the Gauss-Newton approximation to the Hessian.
ADAPTING REGULARIZATION PARAMETERS
The available data set, D, of N examples is split into two disjoint sets: a validation set, V , with N , = [rNl examples for architecture selection and estimation of regularization, and a training set, 7 , with Nt = N -N, examples for estimation of network parameters. y is referred to as the split-ratio. Aiming at adapting the regularization parameters K so that the validation error is minimized we can apply the iterative scheme suggested in [9] :
where p is a step-size and G(d'ld) is the estimated weight vector using the regularization parameter K "~. Suppose the regularization term is linear in the regularization parameters, i.e.,
where IC; are the regularization parameters and T ; (w) the associated regularization functions. The gradient of the validation error then equals [9] :
Consider the specific case of weight decay regularization with separate weight decays for input-to-hidden and hidden-to output layers, i.e., 
PRUNING
In order to reduce and optimize the network architecture we suggest to use a pruning scheme, e.g., Optimal Brain Damage (OBD) [ll] . An alternative method is Optimal Brain Surgeon (OBS) [5] ; however, in a series of experiments we noticed that extreme care is essential in order not to underestimate the saliencies [16] . Thus OBS is less robust than OBD. OBD ranks the weights according to importance or saliency. Here we use the validation error based OBD proposed in [9]. The saliency for weight i is given by ' By repeatedly removing weights with small saliencies and retraining the resulting network, a nested family of network architectures is obtained. The 1 validation error (or an alternative measure of generalization performance3) is then used for selecting the optimal architecture.
EXPERIMENTS
We test the performance of the adaptive regularization algorithm on a vowel classification problem. The data are based on the Peterson and Barney database [17] . The classes are vowel sounds characterized by the first four formant frequencies. 76 persons (33 male, 28 female and 15 children) have pronounced c = 10 different vowels (IY IH EH AE AH AA A 0 UH UW ER) two times. This results in a data base of totally 1520 examples. The database is the verified database described in [22] where all data4 are used, including examples where utterance failed of unanimous identification in the listening test (26 listeners). All examples were included to make the task more difficult.
The examples were split into a data set, D, consisting of N = 760 examples (16 male, 14 female and 8 children) and an independent test set of the remaining 760 examples. The regularization was adapted by splitting the data set 2, equally into a validation set of Nu = 380 examples and a training set of Nt = 380 examples (8 male, 7 female and 4 children in each set).
Suppose that the network weights are given by w = [w', wiias, w H , wEas] where w', w H are input-to-hidden and hidden-to-output weights, respectively, and the bias weights are assembled in wiias and wgas. In this example, we use the following weight decay regularization term:
, nbias, K~, tcGas]. We further define the normalized weight decays as CY K . Nt. The simulation set-up was:
Network: 4 inputs, 5 hidden neurons, 9 outputs5. The training input data were normalized to zero mean and unit variance in order to facilitate training and weight initialization. 0 Weights were initialized uniformly over [-0.5,0.5], regularization parameters were initialized at zero. 10 steps in a gradient descent training algorithm (see e.g., [12] ) was performed and the weight decays, K , were re-initialized at A, , , / 102, where A , , , is the max. eigenvalue of the Hessian matrix of the cost function. This initialization scheme is motivated by the following observations:
-Weight decays should be so small that they do not reduce the approximation capabilities of the network significantly.
3E.g., the previously suggested algebraic estimate [8] , [15] . 4The database can be retrieved from ftp://eivind. imm.dtu.dk/dist/data/vowel/ Peters0nBarnev.tar.Z 5We only need 9 outputs since the posterior class probability of the 10th class is given -They should be so large that the algorithm is prevented from being trapped in a local optimum and numerical instabilities are eliminated. 0 Training is now done using a Gauss-Newton algorithm (see e.g., [12] ).
The Hessian is inverted using the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse (see e.g., [19] ) ensuring that the eigenvalue spread6 is less than lo8.
0 The regularization step-size r] is initialized at 1. When the adaptive regularization scheme has terminated we prune 3% of the weights using a validation set based version of the Optimal Brain Damage recipe [9] , [ll] .
We alternate between pruning and adaptive regularization until the validation error has reached a minimum. 0 Finally, remaining weights are retrained on all data using the optimized weight decay parameters. Table 1 reports the average and standard deviations of the probability of misclassification (pmc) over 6 runs for pruned networks using the optimal regularization parameters. Note that retraining on the full data set decreases the test pmc slightly on the average; improvement was found in 4 out of 6
runs. For comparison we used a K-nearest-neighbor (KNN) classification, see e.g., [l] and found that K = 9 was optimal on the validation set. Note that the neural network performed significantly better. Contrasting the obtained results to other work is difficult. In [20] results on the Peterson-Barney vowel problem are reported, but their data are not exactly the same; only the first 2 formant frequencies were used. Furthermore, different test sets have been used for the different methods presented. The best result reported [13] is . obtained by using KNN and reach pmc = 0.186 which is somewhat higher than our results. In Fig. 2 the evolution of the adaptive regularization as well as the pruning algorithm is demonstrated.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a framework for design of neural classifiers which include architecture optimization by pruning and adaptation of regularization 6Eigenvalue spread should not be larger than the square root of the machine precision Finally, the variation of the optimal normalized weight decays (before pruning) in different runs is shown in (f) and is seen to be relatively small.
parameters. Moreover, an improved neural net architecture was presented. Numerical examples demonstrated the potential of the framework.
